Fostering the Intellectual Virtue of Civility in Online Contexts
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Civility provides norms for engaging in discourse on topics that yield harm or benefit to others, affect the conditions of our lives, and drive public policy—in short, on topics that matter, morally and politically. While discourse on moral and political matters is already difficult in face-to-face and interpersonal conversations, online interactions through social media pose unique challenges for interactions and exchanges. Using research from philosophy, psychology, behavioral economics, and computer science, I explain how the intellectual virtue of civility can be fostered within individuals as a developed trait of internalized norms to guide how one engages with others when evaluating beliefs and contentious issues. Like the development of any virtue, the development of civility takes time, practice, and effort, but it can be fostered even in online contexts through the careful contextualization of experience and practiced behaviors. Altering tech design through the use of goal setting, nudges, gamification, and in-group priming allows for repeatable behaviors to be practiced and modified. Shifting from a focus on policies for content moderation to a focus on users’ choices within online interactions—and deeper consideration for how designs affect users’ options, choices, and agency—allows us to capitalize on insights from moral psychology and education to see new ways forward in combating incivility in online contexts.

INTRODUCTION

Disagreement on issues is currently so widespread that there is perhaps only one thing upon which we agree: online contexts in general—and social media in particular—have hurt our social interactions and the health of our democracy.1 The challenges of online contexts are well known. Throughout
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most of history, one’s social groups were largely circumscribed by in-person associations: regional, political, familial, religious, educational, and civic. But the rise of social media has allowed our associations and networks to have a uniquely unprescribed character. The highly voluntary and fluid nature of our online social networks yields limited accountability as individuals can mute comments from others, break contact with or remove others from their networks, and gain access to new networks—or leave them—with the click of a button. As is well documented by now, we sort ourselves into like-minded groups where much of what we say and profess to believe is shared by our audience. We can limit our exposure to views with which we disagree, individuals that we find to be morally reprehensible, and interactions that we do not enjoy, while seeking unanimity with others. Online contexts and social media have changed our social experiences and how it is possible to engage—or fail to engage—with others. Further, individuals can share and post content with complete anonymity, letting loose their inner demons and spreading venom without checks. We have collectively created the conditions that render accountability a fiction. And because of the voluntary and fluid nature of our associations online, there is no guarantee—or even expectation—for repeated exchanges or interactions over time. The flux of our social experience online fractures former bonds of cohesion and trust developed through practiced interpretation, understanding, and compromise within stable group contexts. While these particular challenges of online contexts lead to a variety of social ills such as misinformation, cyberbullying, polarization, incivility, and silencing, my focus in this paper is on incivility as a unique problem—a problem that either directly causes or causally


contributes to each of these other social ills—and ways to foster civility as a solution.

Prevailing approaches to the problem of incivility in online contexts have treated it as either a legal or an institutional/organizational issue. In treating it as a legal issue, the method is to examine the content and determine whether it falls within the legally protected category of free speech or the morally condemnable category of hate speech. This exercise is one of examining legal rulings and statutes, evaluating various philosophical and legal arguments about what qualifies as hate speech, interpreting the content, and rendering a judgment. In treating it as an institutional/organizational issue, the method is to examine the content and determine whether it follows or runs afoul of internal policies. But of course, given the rapid growth and changes in online contexts, institutions often find that they have no relevant policy for guidance. This exercise is one of examining or creating internal policy, evaluating the dynamics, goals, and services of the institution, interpreting the content in light of that institutional framing, and rendering a judgment. The task assumed by both approaches is how to guide or moderate content via policy formation and application (whether as law or internal rules). The outcome has been a cottage industry of scholarship on hate speech and free speech in online contexts, and an avalanche of community standards, behavioral standards, and guidelines for content issued by various social media companies. Individual users are responsible for knowing and following the policies, and failure to do so carries punishments such as content removal or account
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suspension. Given the widespread increase in incivility in the last decade, it is manifestly clear that these approaches have not been particularly effective.

The ineffectiveness of these approaches for exchanges in online contexts stems from their broadly exclusionary and abstract nature. Many rules, policies, and laws offer clear limits on actions or behaviors. For example, speed limits set a maximum rate of travel, such as a posted speed of 55 mph. Any speed above that boundary number is prohibited and individuals traveling at higher rates of speed are subject to a ticket if caught. The posting excludes speeds above a boundary limit but does not offer guidance to drivers on more appropriate slower speeds for driver distraction, road conditions, lighting, or traffic levels. Similarly, former approaches to the problem of incivility are broadly exclusionary. While they seek to limit hate speech or that which excites violence, they are silent and offer no guidance for exchanges that fall below that exclusionary and boundary limit. Merely promulgating limiting policies on civility, content, and speech provides neither guidance nor opportunity for meaningful agency. Presenting users with a collection of rules, policies, and laws presents them with choice options within a limited range, but what is needed is a deeper consideration of the conditions of those options for choice and behavioral outcomes more broadly.

Rather than thinking of incivility in online contexts as a legal or institutional/organizational problem, we need to reconceive it as a problem at the level of the individual—more specifically, at the level of individual psychology, in how individuals make choices for their interactions with others. Civility provides norms for engaging in discourse on topics that yield harm or benefit to others, affect the conditions of our lives, and drive public policy—in short, on topics that matter, morally and politically. Although social media poses unique challenges for interactions and the exchange of ideas, I argue that the intellectual virtue of civility can be fostered within individuals as a developed trait of internalized norms even within online contexts. This shift to the psychological allows us to focus on how situations structure choices and provide opportunities to inform and educate users. Most importantly, the focus on civility as an intellectual virtue allows us to consider how technology policies and designs can promote civil discourse between citizens and foster civility within individuals—or fail to do so and breed discord and incivility.

In this paper, I first explain the intellectual virtue of civility. Using several examples, I explain how civility norms are internalized through goal selection and action, opportunities for direction and correction, and then instilled into habit through repetitive practice. I then explain how virtues are cultivated over time through the careful construction of situations to help agents make choices and develop positive intellectual traits. Using research
from philosophy, psychology, behavioral economics, and computer science, I discuss how both non-conscious and conscious processing play important roles in our choices and behavior. Priming, goal automaticity, nudges, and gamification collectively serve to inculcate virtue through motivating action, providing subtle yet powerful direction and correction, and repeated opportunities for practice and learning. In the final section, I sketch multiple proposals for how online platforms could implement these tools, showing how automaticity, priming, nudges, and gamification each have educational roles in shaping users’ developing skills for civility. Civility, like all intellectual virtues, can be developed over time through careful contextualization of experience and practiced behaviors, and it can be fostered even in online contexts. Shifting from a focus on policies for content moderation to redesigning how users craft content, post, and interact with others provides structured opportunities to improve as well as concrete guidance for civility.

THE INTELLECTUAL VIRTUE OF CIVILITY

There are a number of educational resources that we can appeal to from literature within philosophy and moral psychology that can help us understand the importance of this shift. Ethicists have done extensive work on the nature of virtue, how it can be developed within educational settings, what it means for virtues to be developed or instilled within thinkers and learners, and how developed virtues guide moral action. We can begin by considering an example of how assumed and internalized shared norms govern a social or group activity and how they become internalized through social feedback and practice.

Think of a game of touch football, which is, of course, a common family activity after holidays such as Thanksgiving dinner. For my family to be able to play, we must have some shared norms or points of agreement. Without these following agreements (which are often mere assumptions and never explicitly stated), we would not be able to engage or participate in the activity at all. First, we must agree that there are two teams (and not four,


six, or each person as an individual team of one). Clearly, the game cannot proceed if we have multiple competitions at the same time, are playing our own versions of the game, and are not coordinating our actions into a competition. Second, we must agree that there are important and valued locations represented by the end zones. These shared places of value motivate and direct specific actions, such as sprints to the far end of a grassy span or defending areas marked by lines or cones. Third, we must have a standard method for achieving points and tracking scores. We agree that points are gained by running the football across the line, but not by the height achieved while throwing. (Imagine the chaos if one person continually captured the ball and persisted in repeatedly throwing it skyward.) Fourth, we must agree that there are acceptable physical actions. Because this is a game of touch football, not tackle football, actions that violate the accepted parameters are disallowed. For example, if my brother-in-law tackled me, then the game would end because he engaged in an unacceptable physical action. Fifth, we recognize that there are acceptable verbal actions. In the context of touch football, teasing and good-natured ribbing are part of what makes the game enjoyable, but we all recognize that threats are not appropriate. For example, it would be entirely out of bounds for my brother-in-law to threaten to disown me from the family if I touched the football. Such a comment would indicate that he and I are engaging in different activities with different norms. Again, the game would end. And sixth, we recognize that there is a conclusion or an endpoint for the nature of the activity itself. So if my brother-in-law takes the football and runs it across the endzone next week, he does not thereby gain a point or change the outcome of the game from the previous week. These norms collectively guide our interaction so that we can have a competition. More specifically, they provide the format, the understanding of procedure, values and goals, meanings (to make inferences and interpret the behavior of others), and parameters or limits on actions. Without such shared norms, we have no game; we are left with uncoordinated individual action, chaotic and ineffective units, or violent pileups.

With this example in place of shared norms which enable complex group activity, we can illustrate how civility similarly provides internalized and shared norms that govern debate and disagreement. To engage in disagreement or debate over moral and political matters, we also must have shared norms or points of agreement. Without the following agreements (which are also often assumptions and never explicitly stated), we will not

be able to engage. First, we must recognize that we are evaluating our personal beliefs about the public good, not merely evaluating personal beliefs about our personal actions. Because beliefs guide the actions of others in questions of morality and policy, this is a shared matter just in the same way as a game is a cooperative, shared matter. Second, we agree on the value and method of considering all evidence and sides of an issue, not just a portion of evidence or that side with which I agree. Even individuals who engage in incomplete or motivated reasoning (mistakenly) believe that they have considered all the evidence or engaged in non-biased reasoning. Our success or failure in living up to our values and methods in practice does not lessen our desire for and belief in a gold standard for reasoning methods (in discussions, debates, and law). Third, we share values of consistency and impartiality. We recognize that for a discussion or debate to occur, each party must be given time to contribute, that participants should all have equal opportunity to present their positions, and that views should not be excluded because of who the presenter is or the position for which they stand. Without joint participation, we have a monologue or a platform rather than a discussion or debate. Fourth, similarly to the game of touch football, we have shared motivations and goals. We expect that one states claims fairly and presents evidence fully and honestly because the aim is to uncover the truth. Lastly, we agree that there are behavioral parameters or unacceptable actions such that if they are performed, the conversation, discussion, or debate ceases—the result is an end to the activity. Unacceptable actions include provoking or maligning others, being intolerant, or refusing to engage.

These norms not only guide how we evaluate beliefs, but also how to interact with each other when doing so. They collectively provide the format, understanding of procedure, values and goals, meanings (allowing for inference and ways to interpret the behavior of others), and parameters/limits on actions. They guide our interactions so that we are able to have an actual discussion and debate, rather than shouting at each other, talking past each other, or simply refusing to engage. Just as the internalized norms for the shared group activity of touch football enable me to play with my family (or anyone in novel circumstances), civility enables one to engage in both private and public discourse to evaluate belief—especially the highly complex and fraught beliefs we care most about: moral and
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While norms are often assumed and left unstated precisely because they have already been internalized, virtue theorists focus on the process of how virtues are developed through activities involving norms, feedback through direct instruction or correction, and then habituated through practice. To understand more about how virtues develop into traits, consider the goal of learning to play the piano. Learning to play involves engaging in many activities and learning new actions. One must learn what various symbols and bars on sheet music mean, how to decipher chords, and interpret marks for tempo and volume. The next step is learning to pair the written music symbols with the patterns of black and white keys on the board, followed by the repeated process of translating those symbols to keys through finger placement, movement, rhythm, and timing. One internalizes the meaning and guidance of written music through learning to read the notes and translating that knowledge into action on the keyboard. Being able to hear the semblance of a tune emanating from one’s fingers yields a remarkable sense of accomplishment. This success spurs more playing, more time, and more learning; success both drives and feeds intrinsic motivation. But being able to play is not being able to play well. Piano lessons provide the opportunity for improvement and the achievement of excellence through focused feedback. A piano teacher provides specific instructions, recommendations for alteration, and feedback—both positive and negative—on one’s performance. Hearing other players perform at recitals and concerts provides models of excellence, and a teacher’s constant direction and correction through weekly practices provide external motivation for further improvement. With sufficient practice and instruction, one no longer pauses and fumbles notes, but plays well, having faithfully mastered transforming written sheets of notes into music. And with repeated practice over time, one begins to play with effortless action, greater creativity, and improvisation. The process of developing virtue is similar to that of learning to play the piano: engaging in and absorbing the norms of an activity, developing component and concrete skills through instruction, and cultivating developed traits of expertise.

Educational contexts provide clear examples and models for developing intellectual virtues. Intellectual virtues are those qualities of mind and developed character needed to think critically, seek understanding, and pursue truth—in short, to be a good thinker and learner. Curiosity, open-mindedness, intellectual humility, tenacity, intellectual courage, and civility enable individuals to seek out more information to challenge their beliefs, engage with others to help clarify and expand their knowledge and learning,
and to increase their intellectual growth and excellence. These intellectual virtues not only support becoming better thinkers, and thereby better citizens, but also aid how we make moral choices and navigate complex political dynamics and social interactions to become more moral citizens.

While we cultivate civility throughout the undergraduate and graduate curricula, humanities courses provide the most direct instruction and opportunities for practice given their historical, moral, religious, and political content. We teach students the norms of civility for how to engage in the learning, discussion, and study of contentious topics. For example, we support the goal of seeking knowledge and teach the process of belief evaluation in filtering and evaluating evidence in support of the reasons. We teach students the format of verbal exchange and questioning through regular class conversations, and the method of considering all sides of issues by having students present varied perspectives within classroom conversations and insisting on multiple sources of evidence in their writing projects. We show students how to conduct quality research, how to use their findings to back up the claims that they make, and how to challenge other research. We also teach them that personal attacks on speakers or authors, fallacious arguments, and a disregard for academic and scientific knowledge are unacceptable. We provide direction through specific instructions and corrective guidance on both their oral and written assignments, and hone their skills through the processes of presentations, writing, and revision. These norms of civility become habituated through such repeated practice and continual feedback, stretching across thousands of discrete experiences in years of class sessions, moments of study and research, and conversations with peers and professors. Just as with learning to play the piano, some individuals barely achieve rudimentary abilities, others are able to engage in discussions and debates on contentious issues, while still others become quite skilled.

While students gain robust models for civility as well as extensive support
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and development throughout their educational experience, their capacity is either reinforced or eroded within their broader social relations and interactions—whether in-person with parents and peers or online with associated friends and strangers. Because social contexts provide myriad opportunities to shape and train actions and choices, the same process of learning and engaging in an activity, receiving direction and correction, and habituation through practice can cultivate either virtue or vice. To understand how the same developmental process can result in vice, consider the example of lying. One easily picks up forms and methods of lying, and can become a good liar if given opportunities to practice. Negative influences (such as peers) or inducements to lie (such as the possibility of being punished for truth-telling) provide direction and motivation. And further direction and correction often occur through positive reinforcement of negative behavior when a liar benefits from successful deception. Over time, such ingrained action becomes easy to perform. We all know examples of individuals who are consummate liars—accomplished virtuosos—who are so skilled that they not only delude their listeners but also themselves. The fact that virtue and vice are developed via the same process of learning, feedback, and habituation highlights the importance of attending carefully to the contexts and situations that either cultivate or erode civility.

**Cultivating Virtue through Situational Construction and Choice**

With this understanding of the intellectual virtue of civility in place, now we can examine the construction of situations and choices more closely. Learning and development of virtue occur through both conscious and unconscious processes, and we can cultivate virtue through both processes. Virtue theorists have long known that the careful construction of situational features helps to train individuals to respond appropriately—affectively, cognitively, and behaviorally—even when the situational features are below the level of conscious attention.19 To see why situational features are so powerful, we next turn to some of the extensive psychological research on non-conscious processing.
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Our ideas are linked in networks of associations, both consciously and unconsciously. Presenting subjects with a specific image, word, or concept will make related ideas more accessible, meaning that they have an increased probability of access, or use, in thought, speech, or action. Imagine for a moment the image of a heart that might be appropriate for a Hallmark card. Given that image, the words “heart,” “love,” or “valentine” are undoubtedly more likely to come to one’s mind than words such as “donor,” “organ,” or “surgery.” But now, imagine a new image: one of a human heart covered in veins and appropriate for a medical textbook. Given this new image, words such as “surgery,” or “organ” are highly likely to come to one’s mind while “valentine” would be quite surprising. We can capitalize upon this pairing between images and concepts, and the associations between them, by using stimuli to target specific conceptual associations. This process is known as priming, and can be defined as increasing the conceptual accessibility of a target concept through the stimulus of associated words or concepts below the level of conscious awareness. Consequently, one clear way that we can construct situations is to prime ideas or concepts and increase the accessibility of related target ideas.

Although not as well-known as the priming research on images and linguistic associations, there is also extensive work on priming behaviors through complexes of related ideas. John Bargh and his research colleagues provide a nice example of a study on trait construct priming. Like most psychology studies, the experimenters gave subjects a distractor task to help limit their awareness of study goals. In the distractor task, subjects were given a collection of scrambled words and asked to re-order the words into grammatical sentences. The subjects were each randomly placed into three separate conditions: polite, neutral, and rude. Individuals in the polite or respect-based condition received terms and words that are typical synonyms for respect such as “patiently,” “courteous,” and “considerate.” Individuals in the rude condition received terms and words that are typical synonyms for rudeness such as “bother,” “bluntly,” and “intrude.” Individuals in the neutral condition received a variety of terms that are not synonyms for either of the other two concepts, such as “prepares,” “occasionally,” and “exercising.” After completing the scrambled sentence task, subjects were instructed to seek out the


experimenter in another room to complete the second task of the study. A fellow researcher in the second room pretended to be a confused study participant, asking many questions and misunderstanding directions in a lengthy conversation. The experimenter measured the amount of time it took for each subject to interrupt the conversation. Approximately 65% of subjects in the rude condition interrupted the conversation, compared to below 40% interruption for those in the neutral condition and below 20% for those primed with respect-related words. Research such as this demonstrates that it is possible to prime concept complexes and thereby increase the probability of targeted behaviors.

There is also robust research on the effect of primed group membership on our behavior. Extensive research on group dynamics and social identity theory over the last fifty to sixty years provides robust findings that our behaviors toward others are easily primed by whether we perceive them to have the same identity as ourselves. Researchers refer to the perception of others as being members of the same group as ourselves as an “in-group condition.” When we perceive others as being members of the “same” group, we view them as sharing the same characteristics as ourselves. We also evaluate them more favorably on many factors, such as higher levels of attractiveness, trustworthiness, being more intelligent, more justified, better leaders, etc. However, when we perceive others as being members of a “different” group, we view them as having different characteristics than ourselves and evaluate them negatively compared to how we would judge our own qualities or actions (or other members of our group). In-group priming can thus be defined as increasing the salience of perceived similarities between oneself and another through the stimulus of in-group condition (group identity). We can prime particular behaviors by targeting how individuals think of others in relation to their own group membership.

Research from helping behavior studies provides a very nice example of in-group priming. Stürmer and his research colleagues examined the


impact of group membership on helping behaviors through an innovative investing study. As before, researchers provided subjects with a distractor task to mask the goals of the study. On the basis of their supposed “performance” in this task, researchers informed the subjects that they fell into one of two separate categories: either a detailed or a global perceiver. The researchers then had subjects complete a variety of investing tasks and assigned each a “partner” (a fellow researcher posing as another subject) with whom they would consult throughout the process. The researchers divided the subjects randomly into either an in-group or out-group condition. Those placed in the in-group condition were paired with a partner who shared the same perceiver style (e.g., “detailed” perceiver), whereas those in the out-group condition were matched with a partner from the opposing group. The “partners” introduced themselves to the subjects and mentioned being distracted due to having a bad day (e.g., a lost wallet with money and sporting tickets inside). As one of their investing tasks, subjects selected what to do with their final earnings. One constructed opportunity included the option to donate the money to their partner. After concluding the investing tasks, subjects completed surveys about their process of investing, communication with their partner, and their evaluation of their partner. In-group condition subjects rated their partner as being more similar to themselves, reported greater distress or concern for their plight (e.g., lost wallet and money), and were more likely to help by donating their earnings to their partner than those in the out-group condition. It is clear that we can construct situations to prime in-group stimuli (group identity) and thereby increase more positive evaluations, greater empathy and care, and helpfulness toward a corresponding party. Combined with research on how we view members of our own group with more trust, view them as more intelligent, and afford them a greater benefit of the doubt, there are clear implications for how we can prime civil behavior.

In addition to constructing situations, we also actively construct the conditions of choice. Careful construction of choice options can also inculcate virtue by providing opportunities for the repetition of action into the installation of habit. To see why choice construction is so powerful and how it maintains agency, we turn next to extensive research in psychology and behavioral economics on conscious and rational decision-making.

Choices always have outcomes, and agents select choices and pursue action steps based on their preferences, goals, and values. Suppose that I have the goal of learning to play the piano. Although one does not decide to make a goal automatic, the decision to enact and then pursue a goal can yield automatic behavior or an automatized goal. In the beginning, one must deliberately and consciously decide where to place each finger on a
keyboard. But over time, the goal of learning to play the piano becomes automatized: one moves fingers smoothly over the keys without ever thinking about implementing the goal or the necessary steps to achieve it. Goals are automatized when the associations of the component attitudes, ideas, affects, mental states, movements, and perceived features of the situation are linked, activated, and strengthened over time. Similarly to priming, automatized goals can be activated by internal or external triggers. For example, if one chooses to engage with civility in situations of disagreement and debate, then the external interactions and tension among the parties and the internal anxiety it yields could trigger the automatized goal of engaging with civility—all without rising to the level of conscious attention, reflection, or overt decision-making. Although the mental processing eventually recedes below conscious attention, the actions result through the automaticity of the previously and consciously chosen goal.

Building on how agents’ preferences, goals, and values lead to action, Thaler and Sunstein noted that all situations contain structures of choice and outcome pairings which they refer to as “choice arrays.” Agents examine the variety of choices, consider the outcomes, weigh them according to their preferences, goals, and values, and then select a choice that best accords thereby. Returning to the piano example: I can either choose to pay for lessons or try to teach myself with various tools such as books or videos on YouTube. If I have a preference to save money and am unconcerned about time, then I might opt to teach myself. If I have a preference to learn to play quickly and am concerned about maintaining a practice schedule without accountability to another, then I might opt to pay for lessons. Knowing my proclivity to falter with rigorous practice schedules, I recognize that I will need active encouragement from an instructor and so will choose to pay for lessons.

Thaler and Sunstein developed the concept of nudges to capture the idea that within any given situation, agents are inclined or more likely to select some choices over others based on the available choice array. For example, the situational context of visiting my local bank presents a variety of possible choice and outcome pairings regarding deposits, investments, withdrawals, and loans—even thefts. Focusing on the choice arrays within


situational contexts allows us to design outcomes that may appeal more directly to agents and to make the selection of one choice over another easier or more attractive. When a regional bank manager learns that customers are interested in investment management, it would be wise to relocate the office from the back hallway (with advisors available by appointment only) and create a large and visible office for drop-in meetings. In light of customer interest, this simple redesign allows customers to more easily chose options for investment advice. Consequently, nudges are defined as the selection of a choice based on an agent’s preferences, goals, or values aligned with an option within a designed choice array that does not incur economic penalties or impose mandates.

While there are numerous studies that now make use of nudges, one of the clearest examples comes from an early study conducted by Thaler and Benartzi.\(^{28}\) Although there are many types of retirement programs, some are defined contribution plans, in which users voluntarily contribute a percentage of their income toward their employer-managed retirement fund. Savings rates are notoriously low for such plans because individuals have so many other needs for their money: house payments, car repairs, unexpected medical expenses, and hefty grocery bills all seem more pressing than distant retirement needs. Thaler and Benartzi developed the “Save More Tomorrow” program to encourage a higher savings rate for these retirement plan types. They created a program and gave individuals the option to enroll and choose a particular contribution amount. To minimize the hassle of remembering to submit a payment, contributions were automatically deducted from paychecks each month. And to motivate employees to both stay in the program and to voluntarily save more, pay raises were linked to increased contributions. After the program had been in place for 40 months, the average savings rate increase rose from 3.5% to 13.6%—a full 10% increase. The program yielded this remarkable and dramatic improvement by meeting the conditions of a nudge: (1) the contribution was not mandated as an action or in dollar amount, (2) individuals were free to make an alternate decision (they were free to opt out of the program at any point in time), (3) individuals made an explicit choice and commitment to the program and to contribution levels, and (4) the options allowed individuals to choose based on their preferences and goals (e.g., the preference to increase contributions to pursue the goal of a raise). As this example neatly shows, the construction of choice conditions and arrays allows one to nudge choices, and nudged choices increase the probability of targeted behaviors.

We now turn to the final construction of choice through gamification with the ubiquity of games and their role in capitalizing on and increasing

motivation. Researchers classify games as voluntary activities which are enjoyable and rewarding, provide clear feedback and evidence of successful action, promote goals, and highlight autonomous choice.\textsuperscript{29} Gamification is the design of services and systems to incorporate features of games, most specifically their reward mechanisms that incline choice by increasing motivation and enjoyment through the inculcation of value. Consequently, to say that something is “gamified” means that it models game reward mechanisms to increase motivation.

Gamification is increasingly used within education, particularly in e-learning contexts where students are more disengaged and do not have the same level of in-person and social interaction or feedback from others as in traditional classroom contexts.\textsuperscript{30} In many ways, gamification capitalizes on the very psychological processes that inculcate either virtue or vice. Games provide clear goals in terms of outcomes, which individuals can identify as either being in alignment with or opposed to their preferences. For example, knowing the goal of solitaire, I can decide if I want to engage in that game (which involves symbol matching, memory, and logic) or if I prefer to play a board game (that has more interaction with others). Games provide clear feedback, which functions as direction and correction. For example, if I rotate the shape in the wrong direction when playing a game of Tetris, it fails to fit the slot. This failure provides me not only with information about what I should do (direction), but also an immediate correction to guide my action for the next shape. And I have evidence of a successful action that demonstrates the efficacy of my agency, because each decision and outcome are clearly and directly linked within a short timeframe. Further, games are rewarding, both literally and psychologically. Through their structure for accruing points, badges, and levels, they provide literal rewards. They are also psychologically rewarding, in that they provide an escape from stresses and are highly enjoyable, as well as allowing us to amass perceived value and increase pleasure or satisfaction through the activity itself.

As we have seen throughout this section, we construct both situations and choice contexts to incline individuals toward desired choices and targeted behaviors, and to cultivate virtue through consistent action, practiced behaviors, and the development of intrinsic motivation. In the next section, we draw some insights into how these tools can be used to foster civility in online contexts.


INCULCATING CIVILITY IN ONLINE CONTEXTS

As we have seen, goal selection and automaticity, priming, nudges, in-group priming, and gamification are each powerful tools that incline ideas, interpretations and perceptions, choices, and behaviors. Clearly, a wholesale change to online platforms would be counterproductive, as users will not continue to use platforms that differ substantially from those with which they are currently familiar. But modifications to online platforms, which make use of some combination of the tools above, can maintain user experience yet yield incremental changes in how individuals interact with others. While not everyone will be civil in all instances and at all times, online platforms can encourage some choices and behaviors and discourage others. Over time and through continued opportunities to engage civilly with others, with constant reminders and models of civility, with continual corrective feedback, and with forms of positive reinforcements and motivational drivers, online platforms can foster civility as an intellectual virtue. Although technology is changing rapidly, we can sketch how each of the tools discussed above could be implemented within online platforms as a redesign of users’ situational contexts and choice options.

One of the simplest tools to apply would be goal formation and priming. Upon the creation of an account, a user could be required to fill out or select the goals they have for using the platform. Given the existing services provided by social media platforms, those goals would likely include things such as conversation, interaction, forming connections, reestablishing lost friendships, sharing family information and memories, learning from information boards, networking in the community for causes (e.g., local resale or freecycling), etc. Although some individuals do create accounts to spread disinformation or sew discord as trolls, the vast majority of individuals sign up for social media accounts specifically to use the platforms to further their social networks. The simple activity of forming or identifying our goals serves to raise them to conscious accessibility, which also increases the probability of attendant and related concepts that help to guide our thoughts and behavior. If I select the goals of “forming connections” and “learning from information boards,” I am more likely to entertain an unfamiliar idea charitability in order to maintain the connections I have developed. Bringing our goals to mind so that they help guide our behavior needs not only be something that occurs during account creation; rather, one’s goals could be used as a prime during an annual renewal process. Each year, users could be asked to review and update their goal card (no differently than how users must routinely update current email and phone contact information, or review and agree to current privacy policies). Again, the repeated prime of reviewing one’s goals serves to raise them to our conscious awareness for increased accessibility of use in our thoughts and behavior.
Other simple forms of primes that would be easy to apply would be daily reminders as pop-up messages with checklists of parameters for acceptable and unacceptable behaviors. Rather than lofty mission statements of commitments to free speech, long and dry lists of rules buried in the depths of the platform, or community content policies which no one ever reads (unless informed that they have run afoul of them), a simple and clear checklist detailing acceptable and unacceptable behaviors for posts and responses serves as a constant reminder and prime to help guide action. Users could be required to either manually check off each item, or simply click a button to affirm that they have reviewed the checklist. Even if they fail to read the checklist each time, or merely click the button as a matter of habit, the content on the screen scene in their peripheral vision will still have a powerful effect on their non-conscious processing, functioning no differently than the powerful and additive effect of advertising on our preferences and choices.

Nudges are also easy to implement, both in simple and complex forms. Simple forms of nudges can provide reminders to interact with others and thereby maintain and increase social connections. Like the prompts generated by Gmail that note the number of days since a message was received and suggest a reply, users could be nudged to respond to others in social media private messages or in response to direct public posts. Clearly, implementing such a nudge would be an easy lift, as the technology already exists and is in active use in messaging applications. For platforms that use algorithms to track heated or inflammatory content via keywords or phrases, this use of nudges would be particularly valuable to mitigate the voluntary dissolution of associations and to foster conditions for repeated exchange which are needed for accountability. While we might need a period to cool off after a heated interaction, a nudge to re-engage (along with a note of the number of days since the exchange) raises the probability for another exchange to occur. While there is no guarantee that a follow-up exchange will be less heated, the platform can foster repeated exchanges to maintain social connections. This simple design change presents users with altered choice arrays and encourages re-engagement rather than ghosting.


muting, blocking contact, or leaving a social network.

An additional simple nudge to remind users of the parameters of acceptable and unacceptable behavior, as well as their social goals, would be to implement a “second step review” for all messages and posts. Simple forms of this nudge could require users to review their message content along with a pop-up query such as “Are you sure you want to send this message?” Unless messages achieve confirmation of both review and intent to send, they remain in draft status. This nudge creates an opportunity for reflection and review as part of the platform and communicative exchange. Simple forms of this nudge could be required prior to each message or post, but a more nuanced application could combine the nudge with algorithms that track heated content, targeted keywords, or patterns and only prompt users for a “second step review” in cases of prior demonstrated incivility or where the probability for incivility has increased.

More complex forms of priming could highlight social relationships through group membership and identity. Currently, social media platforms operationalize social connections as a quantified number rather than attending to the quality and kind of associations and social connections. Connections are measured in terms of approval or disapproval rankings (via likes, dislikes, thumbs up, angry emojis, etc.), or in terms of the sheer number of connections (number of friends, views, or responses to posts). In contrast, a more granular approach to social connection would highlight specific relations and commonalities between individuals. Such a design shift would quantify the degree of connection between individuals by tracking the number of shared groups, shared connections with other users, percentages of involvement/engagement within groups (e.g., number of posts in a knitting forum), etc. By tracking social connection through the more nuanced presentation of group and identity similarity, social media platforms can build on our psychological proclivity to treat those who are

---

33. The app BullyBlocker integrates with social media platforms such as Facebook to detect and track bullying patterns and frequency, creating a measure for bullying. Once bullying reaches a particular level, the app notifies parents so that they can intervene and provide additional support. Silva, Yasin, Christopher Rich, and Deborah Hall. “BullyBlocker: Towards the Identification of Cyberbullying in Social Networking Sites.” 2016 IEEE/ACM International Conference on Advances in Social Networks Analysis and Mining (ASONAM) (2016): 1377-1379. For more information on the app’s development, grant funding and additional research applications, and integration with various social media companies, see https://news.asu.edu/20170920-solutions-asu-team-takes-cyberbullying-app-public.

34. Such technology is already beginning to be used for such a purpose. The app ReThink uses a specialized algorithm to detect bullying content and then prompts users to pause and reconsider sending a message before actually doing so. The app was developed by student Trisha Prabhu. For more information on the ReThink app, visit: https://www.rethinkwords.com/whatisrethink. Similarly, Instagram identifies content that is similar to previously flagged content along with a message notifying the user and providing the option to proceed with or delete the post. Sullivan and Reiner argue that allowing such user reflection (rather than automatic deletion from the platform) preserves agency. Sullivan Laura and Peter Reiner. “Ethics in the Digital Era: Nothing New?” IT Professional 22 (2020): 39-42.
members of our in-group favorably.\textsuperscript{35} Displaying these new metrics on user pages provides a simple and immediate form of in-group priming. Making this information available and salient to users constructs a situation in which individuals are more likely to consider and evaluate ideas by assuming that others are trustworthy, justified, and reasonable. Slightly more complex and direct in-group priming could be accomplished through viewable “contact cards” that appear during interactions. When sending a private message or responding to a public post, a dialog box could expand and include brief details about the other party using information from the new metrics, such as shared group memberships or interests. More advanced and targeted in-group priming could capitalize on using content algorithms to search for specific shared interests and connections between two parties. Although constant information about shared characteristics with someone else might be a distraction from the regular user experience, algorithms tracking the prior occurrence of or the probabilistic increase of uncivil exchange could again be used to trigger a pop-up reminder with information about the degree of connection one has with another. Often, a simple reminder of the connection and the importance of that person to our social circles and our lives alters both how we interpret content and how we respond.

Using AI text generators, more complex forms of nudges can provide both direction and correction through models of civil communication.\textsuperscript{36} Open AI’s ChatGPT\textsuperscript{37} has demonstrated an extraordinary ability to craft well-written, creative, and informed content that duplicates the linguistic and communicative quality of natural language users. The quality and speed with which AI text generators can create content make them an invaluable tool for the creation of several “content contrast” nudges.\textsuperscript{38} The first is
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37. \text{For more information or to create an account to use the chatbot, see: “Introducing ChatGPT.” OpenAI. https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt.}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
38. \text{Researchers have developed a variety of “counter-narrative” strategies in which natural language generation (NLG) models (such as OpenAI’s ChatGPT) mimic a communicative response by a human to “counter” (challenge, address, or respond) posts containing harmful, inflammatory, or hate speech content. Carla Schieb and Mike Preuss. “Governing Hate Speech by Means of Counterspeech on Facebook.” 66th ICA Annual Conference (2016): 1–23; Mathew, Binny, Punyajoy Saha, Haridik Tharad, Subham Rajgaria, Prajwal Singhania, Suman Kalyan Maity, Pawan Goyal, and Animesh Mukherjee. “Thou Shalt Not Hate: Countering Online Hate Speech.” Proceedings of the International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media 13 (2019): 369–380; Ashida, Mana and Mamoru Komachi. “Towards Automatic Generation of Messages Countering Online Hate Speech and Microaggressions.” Proceedings of the Sixth Workshop on Online Abuse and Harms (WOAH), Association for Computational Linguistics (2022): 11–23. While this research is promising, it is functionally equivalent to interacting with a real “agent” that counters one’s claims in an argument. (Indeed, NLG models are}
\end{equation}
something we might call the “Charity Generator.” Suppose that a user receives a message or post with either moral or political content from another. When the user clicks on the content to reply, the Charity Generator instantly crafts an alternate version of the message that removes inflammatory language, derogatory terms, or trigger words, adds component steps of an argument, premises, or reasons, and identifies a clear conclusion that follows from the presented claims and reasons. In short, the AI text generator crafts the best possible interpretation of the content that a reasonable, informed, and civil writer would draft. The original and AI-generated versions are presented side by side for review, and a pop-up message queries the user: “Does this revised content capture B’s intended message?” If the user clicks “Yes,” then the platform minimizes the original message box and leaves the altered message for review as the user drafts a response. If the user clicks “No,” the platform minimizes the alternative message box and leaves the original message in place. The choice between the two versions serves as a nudge for the user to think more charitably and respond more civilly. Most importantly, this nudged choice maximizes the possibility for civil exchange, as the user drafts a reply based on the most charitable version of the message. Even if the user rejects the altered message as reflecting B’s intent, the AI-generated version still functions as a model—and hence, a prime—of civil communication in contrast to the actual message. 39

The second form of “content contrast” nudge to consider is something we might call the “AI Garbler.” Triggered by either moral and political content or algorithms tracking the probability of uncivil exchange, this AI text generator would instantly craft an alternate version of one’s own message. The platform would display both versions to the user prior to sending or posting with the query: “Does this revised wording better capture your intended message?” But whereas the previous AI text generator develops more charitable versions, the Garbler deliberately makes messages less clear with irrelevant examples, vague phrases, ill-formed sentences, and the use of non-words. Obviously, the user will not select the garbled version. Upon selecting “No,” the user can return to and revise the original message. If the revised message avoids inflammatory language, the message can be sent or posted. But if it trips the algorithmic alarms once again, the Garbler will instantly craft an alternative version of the new message and the process

designed to be functionally equivalent in generating the natural language responses of humans.) While such counter-narrative methods using NLG models may succeed in changing someone’s mind for a specific harmful claim (e.g., racist), the success rate is likely to be no higher than that achieved by human agents trained as content moderators. The main benefit touted for these strategies is a greater ability to achieve scale given the limited number of trained human content moderators on social media platforms. 39 While posts by NLG models do provide reasons and evidence in response to a user’s posts, and thereby model good reasoning, they do not induce a user to interpret another’s posts with greater charity. In contrast, one of the primary benefits of the Charity Generator is that it provides users with practice in interpretation through considering and evaluating multiple meanings behind literal text.
repeats. This contrast of messages and the user’s revision of his/her own content serves both as a nudge and as a form of user-directed training to draft better and less inflammatory content in the first place. To avoid negatively impacting the user experience, platforms could allow users to post their content without revision, but link audience size and reach to the number of revisions. Users who decline to revise their content earn a limited audience, while users who revise content in response to the Garbler have no restrictions on their audience. In both cases, users make choices based on their preferences and the platform design promotes civility.40

Gamification to promote civility can be incorporated in many ways within social media platforms. To gamify an activity, designers need to provide clear links between choices and outcomes as well as clear rewards for selected achievements. Suppose platform designers decide to pursue goal formation and priming as a tool to promote civility. Designers could offer points for the number of times per month that users review their goals, create benchmarks and levels toward goal achievement, and have algorithms award points for civil exchanges based on the difficulty level and percentage of moral and political content. Users could monitor their overall achievement via a simple sidebar scorecard. Providing accessible information and a way to measure and track achievement motivates users by making voluntary choices clear, actionable, and rewarding.

Each of the above tools could be gamified in isolation, but a combination of them could motivate the development of civility in powerful ways. Rather than a simple sidebar scorecard to track a single factor, designers could create a user badge or “civility label.” Product labels contain information about a variety of nutritional factors, such as carbohydrates, fats, calories, and ingredients. Nisolo’s new sustainability label41 provides information about the various factors important for increasing sustainability along with achievement scores and ratings for each factor. Consumers can use this clear and accessible information to guide their purchases through informed choice. Similarly, a user “civility label” would present information about the factors important for civil discourse and reflect an individual’s achievement of civility. The civility label could be part of each user’s login screen or a constant menu of items that provides clear and accessible information to each user about his/her personal performance.

40. Whereas the NLG counter-narrative approaches mentioned in a previous footnote provide a reactive response to a user’s post, the Garbler Generator teaches the user to modify the content of their messages in the drafting process. Users learn to adjust their content based on the immediate feedback of text garbling, and are able to revise their content prior to a post. This pre-posting revision process allows users to reconsider the content of their messages in a less emotionally charged context than receiving a counter. One of the primary benefits of the Garbler Generator is that it provides users with practice in reflection on and revision of content.

Social media designers could select factors they desire to promote such as goal creation, low percentages of personal attacks, low percentages of inflammatory language, high percentages of selections to revise content (via the Charity Generator), etc. Providing users with accessible information, metrics to mark achievement, and clear choice and outcome pairings so users can make improvable action capitalizes on the design of gamified systems. Users are competing with themselves to increase their scores, maximize their achievement levels, and earn the highest rankings demonstrating civility.

As should be clear from the brief sketches above, there are many tools that could be used in online contexts to increase the probability of civil exchanges and foster civility. A side benefit of implementing these tools is that the additional reminders, primes, or nudges often require some additional step or action of review. This additional step serves to slow communication and limit reactive emotional responses (which cyclically helps the nonconscious and conscious situational constructions to be more effective). Goal selection and automaticity, reminders, primes, nudges, and gamification shape discrete choices and individual actions in subtle yet powerful ways.

CONCLUSION

While some versions of these tools may have been deployed as ways to reduce vitriolic messages, responses, and postings by social media platforms such as Reddit, Facebook, TikTok, and Twitter, the approach has not been one of fostering civility but of creating policy for content governance. The emphasis on the legal and institutional/organizational development of policy has distracted from the consideration of whether and how those policies affect individual conditions of choice. Worse, the focus on policy rather than the structural conditions of choice and agency has allowed incivility to spread. Discrete moments of engagement provide opportunities to train and shape actions and choices, whether negatively or positively for vices or virtues. When situations are not designed to foster intellectual virtue, they can easily promote intellectual vices by co-opting the same developmental processes. This shift to the psychological level and a focus on the intellectual virtue of civility yields powerful insights for technology policies and designs aimed at promoting better online discourse and strengthening democratic capacities. It not only offers a deeper understanding of the spread of incivility, but also offers direction for how we can arrest the problem.

This shift and reconceptualization of the problem allow us to see the new task. We need to develop not just new tech policies, but also new designs for online platforms that actively foster the development of civility as an intellectual virtue. Prohibitive policies do not provide informative and
nuanced guidance for action, and what users need is the guidance of civility. To cultivate intellectual virtues such as civility, we must attend to both the content of what individuals learn as well as the thousands of discrete experiences which form their collective training and learning grounds. Social media is an immersive experience, and each interaction and exchange is an educational opportunity within a process of lifelong learning and development. We must only decide what we—as policymakers, designers, and citizens—choose to foster as a possibility and as a responsibility.